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INTRODUCTION 

IN THIS PAPER we study problems in a bounded region in R” which is divided into two subregions, 
separated by a free boundary. We search for a function u, defined on the entire domain, which 
satisfies a different elliptic differential equation on each subdomain and an appropriate smooth- 
ness condition on the free boundary. 

A major application of our analysis is the construction of equilibrium solutions for the equa- 
tions describing a plasma in a cavity. For certain values of physical parameters this plasma will 
not fill the entire cavity but will be concentrated in a small subdomain. The aim of physical 
experiments of this kind is to obtain very high concentrations of plasma inside a toroidal tube 
(the ‘Tokamak’ machine) and very high temperatures such that a nuclear fusion reaction is 
ignited (see Mercier [ 11). 

The free boundary problem has recently received much attention (Temam [2,3], Schaeffer [4], 
Puel [S], Kinderlehrer and Spruck [6,7]). For the problem in R2, Temam has proved the exist- 
ence of a unique solution for a limited range of physical parameters. For a very special con- 
figuration in R*, Schaeffer proved the existence of multiple solutions for sets of parameters 
outside Temam’s range; these solutions may be constructed numerically. 

In this paper we shall analyse the set of equilibrium solutions using the techniques of the 
theory of bifurcation. The main features of our approach are: (1) solutions are constructed 
analytically, (2) many bifurcation points are found, which lead to the same number of equilibrium 
solutions, (3) the bifurcation points do not coincide with the eigenvalues of the elliptic operator 
on the big domain. 

Our analysis is, in its main lines, conceptually not very difficult. However, working out all 
steps in full rigour, and all details in full technical complexity, tends to obscure the main line of 
reasoning. This is why the presentation of the paper is organized as follows. 

In Section 1 we formulate the free boundary problem and give a descriptive outline of the 
method of solution. 

In Section 2, in order to convince the reader that the method works, we describe how a special 
class of problems can explicitly be tackled and, as an example, we analyse fully a cylindrical 
domain in R3. 

In Section 3, we finally give a rigorous treatment of the original general problem. 
Various lengthy computational details, of which the reading is not strictly necessary for the 

understanding of this paper, are presented separately in Ref. [S]. 
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1. SKETCH OF THE PROBLEM AND OF THE METHOD OF SOLUTION 

The treatment in this section is descriptive. Our aim is to sketch the method of analysis 
omitting as far as possible the technical details. The reader who is concerned about the validity 
of certain arguments is referred to Section 3. 

Let us consider a domain Q c R”. We want to find a function u and a subdomain o defined 
by o = {x E 0: u(x) > 0) such that 

in 0: Zpu + ;lU = 0, (1.1) 

on am: u = 0, (1.2) 
in Q\w : 6pu = 0, (1.3) 

0naR: u = constant - 1, (1.4) 

across do : au 
u, - continuous. an (1.5) 

dip is a uniformly elliptic operator of the form 

6p = gL..(x)P. i,jaxj 1~ axj' 
2 is a positive real constant; a/an is the normal derivative on aw; a.. = a... 

Let pi be the ith eigenvalue of _Y’ on R with zero boundary condi;!lons, The pi being numbered 
according to magnitude, multiplicities taken into account. If I < ,u~, u = - 1 is the only solution 
of (1.1-1.5). A less trivial result was found for _Y = A by Temam [3] (n= 2) and by Puel [S] (n 
arbitrary): if pL1 < II < c(~, then there is exactly one non-constant solution (with a non-empty w). 

We shall now investigate what happens if ;1 increases beyond pu,. We know (see Berestycki 
and BrCzis [9]) that the solution branch which exists for A < pZ can be continued, so we have a 
branch of solutions 

ag = {(q@)Y u,(l), 2)). (1.6) 

Now suppose that there is a number A,, with (o&J, u&J, 2,) E ga while there are solutions 
of (l.l-1.5), (6, i&n) that are in a sense close to (o,(&,), uO(&), A,) but not on ga. Then 2, repre- 
sents a ‘bifurcation point’ of c&%. Because Q is ‘close’ to o&,), we may represent the boundary 
of 6 by a function F: aq, + R”, as follows: 

9 = 1 + E/G, (1.7) 

where 1 is the identity function on the boundary of o$,), A is the unit vector normal to this 
boundary, E is a small parameter fixing the ‘size’ of the perturbation and p is a real function, of 
order unity, which represents the deformation of the boundary from o&J to 6. Of course, at 
this stage the shape of p is unknown, and we have not yet given an unambiguous method for 
determining the ‘size’ and ‘shape’ of a given small perturbation; we shall return to this later in 
the section. At this moment, p is a smooth mapping from &q, to R. In Section 3, more attention 
will be given to the class of admissible boundary perturbations p. 

Now let T(E, p) be a coordinate transformation which maps o&J to 6. We suppose 

T(E> P) = c &“T,@). (1.8) 
n&O 
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Applying this transformation to (1.1-1.2) together with the definition of o, we obtain 

LU+~U=O ino,, (1.9) 

U=O on&,, 

U > 0 in wO, 

where L is the operator _Y’ after T has been applied; we expect 

L = 1 &“L,(P), 
II>0 

(1.10) 

where the L, are again second order differential operators. The solution u of (1.9) is the first 
eigenfunction of L on w. and we expect it to have a power series representation in C: 

(1.11) 

and also 

2 = c E”&,(P), (1.12) 
?I>0 

where the U,(p) are functions on o. and the L,(p) are real constants; 

u, = a@ (1.13) 

where u. is defined in (1.6) and I, is the supposed bifurcation point. By equating powers oft: we 
may obtain the coefficients T,, L,, U, and A,,; of course they still depend on the arbitrary pertur- 
bation shape p. 

If we define UJE, p, x) = U( T- I(&, p)x) for x in CZ with U the solution of (1.9) then uin satisfies 
(1.1-1.2). We now turn to all Q. We define a new problem: let upre satisfy 

_Pupre + kin = 0 in c3, 

YUpre = 0 in fJ\G,, 

U 
Pre 

=0 0ndQ. (1.14) 

Of course, up= depends (through 1, uin, 8) on E and p. If now P(E) can be chosen such that for 
small E, upre is a constant M(E) on 86, then upre - 
satisfies (1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.5), hence 

a(c) = uin inside CZ and we find that upre - U(E) 

u”= 
U pre - 44 

44 

satisfies all conditions of (L-1.5), and with 1.12 and 1.7 we find a branch (G(E), C(E), A(E)) of 
solutions. Eventually, we can invert J.(s) to obtain E in terms of A - 1,; we then have the bifur- 
cating branch in the form (&,(A - A,), C(n - A,), 2). Hence, if we define 

F(c, P, x) = A- lupre(x), (1.15) 

then the basic question is: can p be chosen such that F(E, p, x) is a constant function a(a) for 
x E a&? Equivalently, if we define 

f(a, P, Y) = F(c, P, T(c, P)Y), (1.16) 
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for y E do,, then finding a solution for (1.1-1.5) amounts to finding a P(E) such that 

f(s, P, .) = a(E), 

identically on AD,. 

(1.17) 

We now study j’: p +f‘(e, p, .) as an operator acting in the space of real functions on &u,. We 
developfin powers of E: 

f(6 PY . ) = c ~“f,(P)( .I (1.18) 
?I>0 

and expecting a power series in E for CL(E), we set U(B) = f. + &J(E). Sof = constant means: 

fiP = -M*(P) + E2f3(P) + . . .I + w. (1.19) 

fi is a linear operator on the space of real functions on ~?a,. 
We now apply the usual bifurcation techniques (for an introduction, see e.g. Stakgold [lo] 

and Sattinger [l 11): if f, IS invertible, then (1.19) has a unique solution P(E), but this solution 
represents the variation of the basic branch &?g. Hence, 1, will be a bifurcation point only iff, is 
non-invertible, i.e. if a 4. exists withfi4, = 0. In this case we decompose p into a component 
along 4, and a residual one, so we get 

P = +)A) + $(a). (1.20) 

Hence, 

f,$ = -E~&$, + $) - t.~$c& + I+@ + . . . + b, (1.21) 

which has a solution 

provided 

II/ =~;‘(-Efz(Ic@o + Ic/) + I.. + b), (1.22) 

P(-~&~o + $) + . . . + b) = 0, (1.23) 

where?; 1 is the pseudoinverse on the $-space and P is the projection onto 4:. From (1.22) we 
can obtain $ = ‘I’(&, b, RI); introducing this into (1.23) we obtain an equation for IC, t: and b, 
which can be solved for b in terms of E and IC. So ‘I’ is known in terms of E and K. If we now 
substitute ‘I!(&, b(E, K), K) into (1.20) and the expression obtained for P(E, K) into (1.12), we get a 
relation for 1, E and K which is typically of the form 

A - A0 = CIK& + C2K2E2 + C3K3E3 + . . . . (1.24) 

where ci, c2 are real constants. If c1 # 0, a proper choice for E is e = II - Lo. If c1 = 0, c2 # 0 
then we take E = IA - Aoll”, etc. (1.24) Now becomes an equation for K and 1 - lo alone, 
which is easily solved for K in terms of A - 1,. By (1.20), (l.ll), (1.14) and (1.12) we then find a 
bifurcating solution of problem (1. l-l .5). 

We summarize the analysis sketched in this section: if, for increasing II an eigenvalue off, 
crosses 0, we can expect bifurcation. If this happens for A = Ao, we calculate the coefficients 
cl, c2 . until we find a non-vanishing one. If, for instance, we are in the situation c1 = 0, 
c2 # 0, the bifurcating boundary perturbation function can be of the form 

Ep = * J-- + 4, + O(E. - A,), (1.25) 
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so we have a super- or subcritically bifurcating branch of free boundaries 7 (depending on sign 
c,), with corresponding domains C;, and functions 

2. A SPECIAL CLASS OF PROBLEMS 

2.1. Special geometries 
In this section we consider domains s1 and operators 3’ which have certain symmetry proper- 

ties. This will permit us to establish explicit results. Of course many interesting problems will not 
have the properties we now require, but we expect that phenomena which can be observed in 
our simple configurations will help clarify the behaviour in the more complex problems. 

The geometrical configurations R we study now include the following cases: 

(i) a circular domain in R2, 
(ii) an infinite cylinder in R3, with z-periodic structure (i.e. we only study functions with pre- 

scribed period 27c in the z-direction) and with a circular cross-section, 
(iii) an infinite strip in R2, with the same periodic structure, 
(iv) an annulus in R2 

and generalizations to higher dimensions. 
In all these (and other) cases, Sz can be parametrized by the variables r and 4i, . . . , cj,_ 1 which 

can vary in the ranges r E R = [0, l] and 4 E CD = [0,27r)n- ’ (e.g. for case (ii), if the cylinder is 
described by cylindrical coordinates (r, d,, z), the z variable is renamed 4,). The boundary of R 
may be either {I = l} (cases (i), (ii)) or {I = 0) u {r = l} (cases (iii), (iv)). 

Later on in this section we shall derive explicit formulas by which we can compute directly 
the bifurcation values and the bifurcating free boundaries for the domains R with boundary 
{r=l}.W h p’kd t e ave ic e ou case (ii) as an example to obtain explicit results (Section 2.5.1). 

If the boundary of 0 consists of {r = O> u {r = l> we expect two free boundaries, which 

slightly complicates the calculations. To show that no essential difficulty arises, we have com- 
puted the bifurcation points for case (iii) (Section 2.5.2). The details of the calculations in this 
section are described in [8]. 

2.2. Properties of R and 9 
On R an inner product is defined by 

(u,4, = joa.udx = 1.. U(r,~)V(r,~)~fQ(~)drd~, 

OE@ 

with f a natural number, 0 <f d rr - 1 and Q a real function on CD (r’Q(4) is the Jacobian 
belonging to the coordinates (r, 4)). For ‘separated’ functions u(r, 4) = <,(r)e,(q5), u(r, 4) = 
&(r)0,(qb) we can split the inner product: 
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with 

to,, e,) = s ~,(4YW)Qb#Wb &@ 

Let us further assume that in terms of the variables (r, @), the operator 9 is of the form: 

9(4(r)@(4)) = @(4)Tr(5(r)) + 4(r)T&@(6)), 

where 

Y+ = h(r) D, + D,; 

h is a real function, 9,. is a self adjoint operator in the variable r, independent of $J; D, is a self 

adjoint operator in the variables &I . . . #Jo, independent of r and D, is a self adjoint operator in 
the variables &+ 1 . . .4, _ 1, independent of r. 

a 
D, = i: bp;-,(d,,...,yi,)~.-..~ 

l=l PI a@P, 1 bp,Qk 

a a 
D, = i ~~,...~/(&k+l,...,~n--l)--.. ~ 

I= 1 a4,, . a4,,/’ 
k+lSp,Sn-1 

(2.2) 

ap b,, p( and cp, p, are real functions on R, Ql, fPD,, respectively, where aI = sp(4,, . . . , #k) 

and @, = sp($,+,, . . ., #,_ 1), The operator A, expressed in spherical or cylindrical coordinates 
(r, 4) satisfies all the above requirements. 

The eigenfunctions of D, and D, on QI,* (with periodic boundary conditions) are O,,, Ojz 
(j,, z = 0, 1,2,. . .), respectively: 

D,O,, + vj,Oj, = 0, (i = 1,2). 

We now take these O’s together in the form Oj = Oj, . Oh (to everyj = 0, 1,2.. . there belongs 
a unique pair jI, j,); for 0, we have 

DiOj + vj,Oj = 0. (2.3) 

Because the D, , 2 contain no constant term there is a constant eigenfunction 0, with eigenvalue 0. 
We assume the eigenfunctions O,/ to be normalized: 

6,, = (0, Ok), 

Let u = tij be the eigenfunctions and I = pij the eigenvalues of 

_Y,u - h(r)vj,u - vj,u + iu = 0, 

u = 0 on dR 

(2.4) 
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The eigenfunctions of 9 on Q are then of the form 

EJr, 4) = 5ij(r)@J4)> 

with eigenvalues pij, while on a subdomain o = R’ x (9 (with R’ c R) the eigenfunctions are of 
the form 

Eij = $‘(r)@,(@), (2.5) 

with eigenvalues &RI). 
We assume the tij to be normalized by 

6ik = (5ijP Skj)R> 

(and a similar relation for the iij on R’). Because _Y is self adjoint the Eij and Eij form a complete 
set on R, 0 respectively. 

Let &(r) be the positive eigenfunction of (2.4) with lowest eigenvalue (j, = j, = 0): 

~,5,(r) + p. 5,(r) = 0. 

For every A > p. there will be a unique domain R, c R such that (l.lH1.5) is solved, with 

w = R, x 0, 

Y’,u(r) + Au(r) = Oino, 

_!S?p(r) = 0 in Q\U, 

u = -lonX& 

u = 0onafi1 
where, of course, u(r) = [b”“‘(r) inside w and ,I = pO(RI). 

We further suppose 

dRr = i ~,r~g+p~~,forsomegfzN 
p=l 

and X2 = {r = l}, 

then, due to (2.4) we have for /z 3 p. a branch of solutions of the form (1.8): 

0 
l/s 

W,(L) = ((r, 4): 0 d r < r,(A); 4 E a> ; rot4 = y 

u,(4 = to ; 
0 

for 0 6 r -c ro, 

and pa(A) is extended to r. < r < 1 as the unique solution of 

Yp(r) = 0; u(ro) = 0; u’(r,) = 6 r;(l), 

(2.6) 

2.3. Computation offi ; linear analysis 
Let us suppose that the boundary of the bifurcating domain 6 can be represented by the 

function jj: Q + R x tD defined by 

Y(4) = (r,(l + v(#G 4). (2.7) 
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We develop the perturbation shape p in terms of the orthonormal set of eigenfunctions 
defined on Q: 

P(4) = 1 Yj’j(4). (2-Q 
j 

The next step is to compute the operators T,(p) and L,(p) in terms of the function p or its 
coefficients yf For the transformation of coordinates T(E; p) we can take 

T(e ; PI O-9 4) = (r’, 4’L 

with 
r’ = $1 + ep), (2.9) 

4’ = 4. 

Hence, 

T,(P)(U> 6) = (V, Q (2.10) 

T,(p) = 0 (n 3 2). 

We proceed with the calculation of L,(p). 
The results are: 

UP) = 2 (2.11)(O) 

J%(P) = -gM* + r&‘(rP, 

+ k(r)Cb p, ,,mq’. ,,(P) + %, _, ,,wqJ. .,,W? (2.11)“’ 

etc. 

The A:,‘. ,&I and $:.). ,,(P) are linear differential operators in r and C$ whose coefficients are 
homogeneous in p. 

The next step is to determine the coefficients U, and A,, (see (1.1 l), (1.12)); U, will be a solution of 

(2 + Ao)U, = -(IA, + QUO. (2.12)“’ 

This problem has a solution if and only if 

((L, + VJ,, UoLO = 0; (2.13)“’ 

if we take (U,, U,) = 0 the solution of (2.12) (l) is unique. The higher coefficients U, are deter- 
mined by 

(27 + Ao)U, = - i (Li + ii)U”_-i, (2.12)‘“’ 
i=l 

which has a unique solution perpendicular to U, if and only if 

( 
i (Li + Ai)U”_i, u, 

> 
= 0. 

i=l 
(2.13)‘“’ 

By successively applying (2.13)‘k’, (2.12)‘k’ (k = 1,2, . . . ) we can determine all coefficients U, and 
A,. We shall soon need the explicit form of A, and U, : 

1 
A, = -g~,y,-- 

(@,> I)*’ 
(2.14) 
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and 

with 

ul = C Yj0j4)~iij(r)uij~ 

j#O I 

‘Uij = (I.0 - /Jdij(R’)}-l 1 -gnO(iO> iij)R'+ 

731 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(we have omitted the superscript of ii:‘); R’ = {r: 0 < P < r,$.)), see (2.6)). 
We now want to write downf,(p). Let G be Green’s function belonging to P’, i.e. for every 

smooth x: 

(y- ‘x) (s, $) = 
s 

G(s, ICI ; r, 4M, W(r, 4W W, (2.17) 
R 

(.I is the Jacobian r/Q(+)). We find: 

f(p) (Ic/) = 
s 

G( %(ti)) (a, II/); (r, 4))Qr, $)J(r, 4)dr d+ IS =,0 
()” 

so 

f,(p) = 
s 

(G,v($)U, + G,r&)U, + GUI + (f + l)GU,&#4). ~'Q(Wr Wlszro. 
m 

= G,v(W, + GUI - Gv(d)%) rfQWrd41,=,o. (2.19) 

Because of the restrictive assumptions which we have made for Q and $P, we can now express 
Green’s function G in terms of the eigenfunctions of Y on R: 

Hence, 

G = _ c Eil(s, ti)Eij(r, 4) 
i.j Pij ’ 

(2.20) 
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Therefore, 

f,(P) = 1 rj@jw)~,(~o)~ 
j 

(2.21) 

with 

(2.22) 

Bifurcation will occur only if a j and a 2, exist such that Fj(Lo) = 0. 

2.4. Computation of higher order coefficients; non-linear bifurcation analysis 
We suppose F,@,) = 0 and P&n,) # 0 (p # n). Decomposing the perturbation shape 

function as in (1.20), we obtain 

P = Y,(E)@” + if@), (2.23) 

where y, plays the role of K in Section 1 and 

i&) = 1 Y&)@,(&, (2.24) 
P+n 

where 

yo(&)go = (- efi(yoOo + y,O,) + . . . + b, O,), + O(E~), 

Yp(s) = - EpYlp ‘(f,(r,@, + y,@,), a,), + O(s’), (P Z 0, n). 

We further elaborate the expression for y, (p # 0, n). We find: 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

y, = F;ly,,y,‘& + O(E2). (2.27) 

An explicit expression for YPn can be found in [S]; the most striking property of Y,” is its pro- 
portionality to (O,, 0:); (2.24), (2.25) and (2.27) together correspond to (1.22). 

The bifurcation equation (cf. (1.23)) can be written as follows 

(( f, Yo + Y”@” + E c 9; l Y,,Yn2@, + Ef3(Yo + Y,@,), 0” + W2) = 0. ) ) (2.28) 
p*O,n 

This equation must be solved (analogous to Section 1) for y. in terms of y, and E, so that we can 
obtain b(E) through (2.25). Working out (2.28) we expect an expression 

l-,y; + z”yoy, + y,,y,2 + O(E) = 0. (2.29) 

Y,. can be obtained from (2.27) with p = n; l-. = 0 and Z,, is given by a complicated formula; 
for details see [8]. We assume that E, # 0. 

If Y,, # 0, (2.29) is solved by 

y. = + y, + O(E). 
-II 

(2.30) 
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Substituting this in (2.14) we find 

/t - A, = &, (@,, l)- l)‘“& + o(E2), (2.31) 

which is the analogue of (1.24). 
Hence, 

EP = (A - A,,) & (a,, l)O,(c#~) - (A - Lo) @$) 0, + O(A - Ao)2, (A = A,,). (2.32) 
nn 0 0 

This solves our problem; we observe ‘bilateral’ bifurcation. 
We now recall that Y, is proportional to (O,, 0:). In many cases (see Section 2.5) this factor 

vanishes due to symmetry properties. If that is the case then in order to solve our problem we 
must calculate the third order terms in (2.29), from (2.28). Including third order terms, we expect 
from (2.28) : 

Znyoy, + M,y;& + N,y,2yo& + Q,y,y;& + P,y;e -I- 0(e2) = 0. (2.33) 

The interested reader can find the explicit form of the coefficient M, in [8]; we suppose M, # 0. 
The solution of (2.33) now will be 

y. = - $ )';E + o(E2). 
-la 

Moreover, 

so 

;1, = Ay,’ + O(E) 

Hence, 

A = A0 + gl,$O,, 1)-‘y;E2 + Ay:E2 + 0(&3). 
n 

i ( 

-1 l/2 

&P(4) = * (1 - A,) gA., $ (O,, l)- ’ + A 
>I 

@"MI + w 

-n 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

lo). (2.36) 

This defines a unilaterally bifurcating pair of solutions of (1.1-1.5). 

2.5. Explicit examples 
2.5.1. The cylinder in R3. We study the cylinder R = {(r, I$, z) E R3: 0 d r < 1; 0 d C#I < 27-c}, 

and L8 = A. We consider functions u with the properties (a) u(z + 27~) = u(z) in order to obtain 
a discrete spectrum for 3; (b) au/@ = 0 to simplify calculations, on the other hand we may miss 
bifurcating solutions which do not have this symmetry property. The eigenfunctions 5 of Y on 
R, with constraints (a), (b) are 

Cmk = Jo(~,r)eikzB~, 

with eigenvalues 

P mk = d’,T + k2, 
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where L, is the mlh zero of J, (Bessel function of the first kind and the zero order) and dmk is 
a normalization constant. The normalized eigenfunctions i of 2 on o = {(r, 4, z): 0 < 

Y 

imk = Jo ( 1 &? em: eik=mk. 
r0 r0 

The basic branch of solutions is given by the domain 

o)(A) = {(r,cj,z):O d r < r,;O < 4 < 27c};ro = 32 
J;i 

A numerical treatment of (2.22) gives 

1” bifurcation point: rocl) = 0.92254, 

2”d bifurcation point: ro(*) = 0.75000, 

10th bifurcation point: ro(lo) = 0.17527. 

The basic branch corresponds to a central, c$- and z-independent column. The solution 
bifurcating from the nth bifurcating point corresponds in first approximation to a central, c#+ 
independent column with 2+periodic deformation of the boundary (see Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1. 

There is a small complication with respect to the previous analysis (Sections 2.1-2.4), because 
the bifurcation points are degenerate (R,, and F_, vanish simultaneously). This degeneration 
leads to a bifurcation equation (cf. (2.34)): 

and (2.35) becomes 

y. = - $ Y”li’_,F + O(E2) 
-n 

I - 1, = Y”Y_“E2 
( 

gL,$ (O,, 1)-l+ A 
> 

+ O(G), 
-11 

where yin is the (complex) coefficient of e * i”z. Because y_, = y,, only Iy,12 is determined and the 
phase of ;sn is arbitrary. This gives rise to a one-parameter set of bifurcating solutions: for every 
u(r, q5, z), 0 < cc < 271, u(r, 4, z + a) also is a solution. 

For the deformation of the boundary corresponding to the first bifurcating solution we find 
after much computational work (the calculation of M,, En and E.): 

y(z) = r. + r. ,,/m .0.0772 cos(z + c() + O(I+ - A,). 
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2.5.2. The strip in R*. We consider the strip Q = {(x, y) E R’: 0 < x < l} and functions u with 

u(y + 271) = u(y); for _Y we take again Y = A. The normalized eigenfunctions are 

t,, = ieimy sin 71nx, 
+ 

with eigenvalues m2 + x2n2. For ,? >, rc2 the basic branch is given by 

wO= (x,y)~R’: 
1 

I - r&) < x < I + r@) 
2 

I 2 ’ 
with ro(A) = TC-“~. 

A perturbation of the two components of the free boundary is now represented by 

1 + Y() 
x’ = ~ + r,y(y), u 2 

4 
1 - r. 

= - - rob(y). 
2 

where XL denotes the upper boundary and x; the lower one. The transformation that maps the 
perturbed domain to the basic one is given by 

-1 1 + r. 
x’ = X(1 + y + p) + 5 Y - 2 B. 

Proceeding now as in Section 1, we must define functions f, and f, (cf. (1.16)), for r = (1 + r,)/2, 

respectively, which have to satisfy 

h(q) =f(‘_1”) = constant. 

The linear approximation of these equations leads to 

where the 9, and G, are real functions; G,(I) appears to have no zeroes. Non-invertibility arises 
for p”,(n) = 0; we expect a bifurcating branch which is in its first approximation proportional 
to y = y+, p = yneiny, 

We list some of the calculated bifurcation points: 

n = 1: ,? zz 10.87, 

n = 2: ,4 z 13.96, 

n = 3: ;1 Z 19.55. 

3. GENERAL THEORY 

3.1. Preliminaries 
In this section we shall give a more rigorous treatment of the free boundary eigenvalue problem. 

For completeness we restate the problem. 
Let Sz c R” be an open connected set with a smooth boundary dQ, and let il be a real number. 
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We search for a domain w with 0 c Q and a function u defined on R such that 

_S?u + k4 = 0 in 0, (3.1) 

.Yu = 0 in a\O, (3.2) 

24 = 0 on f3w, (3.3) 

u(x) > 0 0 x E 0, (3.4) 

U= -lonZ& (3.5) 

while o and u satisfy the smoothness properties 

UEQ, (3.6) 

dIEGp. (3.7) 

A characterization of 9 and G, will be given shortly. Here _Y is a uniformly elliptic operator of 
the form 

58 = f: $~x)& 
i,j=l ‘xi J 

(3.8) 

with smooth coefficients tlij; aij = clji There is a Green’s function G for the operator dp, i.e. the 
problem 

_Yu = f in Q, (3.9) 

u = 0 on asz, 

is solved by 

u(x) = s G(x; M5) d5, 
R 

provided f is suhiciently smooth. 

(3.10) 

Remarks. On function spaces and norms. 
Let p be a real positive number and X a compact subset of R” with induced norm I/.[]. 

(1) [p] is the largest integer, smaller than or equal to p. 
(2) A real function f on X is tl Holder continuous (0 < CI < 1) if the semi-norm 

llfll, = xy;Fx 
(f(x) -.f(Y)I 

11 x - y I(a 

is finite. 
(3) (Y’(X) is the set of [p] times differentiable functions on X, with p - [p] Holder continuous 

p’h order derivatives. On C?(X) we define the norm 

IIf 11, = 1 sup If”‘(X)1 + c IV”’ IL- LPI, oqi; cp XEX lti=[Pl 
lth 

(if p is an integer we omit the last term). 
If ambiguity may arise, we also write (1 f IIcpcxl. 



(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
(7) 
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If rn is an integer, we define C”-(X) = fi CP(X). 

Cp(X, R”) is the set of all n-vectorfunct%rns<fnmX with each component in C”(X), equipped 

with II /IP.R” = the sum of the 11 . (Ip norms on the components. 
Hk*‘(X) is the space of functions of which all klh order distributional derivatives are in L,(X). 
In some applications (see Section 2) it may happen that the domain Q itself is unbounded but 
can be generated by periodic continuation from a bounded fundamental cell fi c R. In that 
case we can study our problem on 0; for details of such an analysis (for the Navier-Stokes 
problem), see e.g. Iooss [12]. 
For the space 9 we now require 

9 = P(o) n C2(Q\O) n C’(Q). (3.11) 

Next, we define the set of admissible domains and boundaries; D, is the open unit ball in R”. 

Definition 1. CO is an admissible domain if there exist a neighbourhood W of D, and a l-l mapping 
T: W + R” with TE Cp(W, R”) and T-’ E CP(TW, R”), such that o = T(D,) and &O = T(dD,). 
The set of admissible domains, for any fixed p, will be denoted by G,. 

We intend to study domains o which are ‘close’ to a certain oO, . therefore we define a topology 

(even a metric) on G,. 

Definition 2. The distance between two domains or, o2 E G, is E if 

inf 

(F:: LF;) 
/I Tl - T2 /lp, Rn = E. 

Here Yi is the set of all Ti belonging to wi in the sense of Definition 1. 

For further analysis we want to represent the admissible domains by their boundaries. So we 

formulate Definition 3. 

Definition 3. Let o E G, and let T be as in Definition 1. The restriction of T to aD, is denoted by g. 

The set of all such mappings g will be denoted by BP. 

We observe gp c CP(aD,; R”); this enables us to define a metric on BP. 

Definition 4. BP is provided with the topology induced by 11 . lip, Rn. 

LEMMA 1. Let p 3 1, go E W, and oO E G,, with gO(aD,) = &q, cf. Definition 3. Then: 
(i) g E CP(aD,; R”) and (I g - go IIcl small implies g E gp. 

Let o E G, and g E BY,, with g(aD,) = do, cf. Definition 3; 
(ii) g + go in BP implies o --* w. in G,; 

(iii) o + wO in G, implies there are g in BP, g(aD,) = do, such that g -+ go. 

Proof of Lemma 1. 
(i) Let go E gp, To a l-l Cp map from W, onto V, = TOW, with al),-restriction go, as meant in - 

Definitions 1,3. Because CO,, c V, we have g(aD,) c V,, so T; lg is defined as a l-l mapping 
from f3D, to W,. 
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We introduce polar coordinates (r, 4,. . . , $._ 1) in W, and we define mappings ng and TC, 
by X&Y, 4) = 4 and rc,(r, 4) = Y. 

Let S(g, .) be given by S(g, 4) = nsT,‘g(4). S is differentiable with respect to 4 and the 
linear approximation converges to the identity if (1 g - go I/c, + 0. So for I/ g - go IIcl small 
enough, S(g, . ) is invertible and we denote its inverse by P(g, . ). 

Let R(g, 4) = rc,(T; ig($)) and define on 2, = W, T, by T,(r, 4) = T,(rR(g, 4), S(g, 4)). 
Clearly, T, is in CP(ZO, R,). Moreover, T, is invertible and its inverse is given by 

T,-‘(x) = %(Ty ‘4 
R(g> f’(g> Q’X ‘4) , f’(g, @‘-; ‘4 ; (x E T,Z,,). (3.12) 

T; ’ is in Cp(TZ,, Z,), so T,(D,) E G,. 

On aD,, T, coincides with g. 
(ii) Follows immediately from the choice of Tg; 

(iii) Is trivial. 
A consequence of the proof of this lemma is that for p 3 1, i”, is an open subset of the Banach 

space C?‘(aD,; R”). 

The space $Yi, is not yet suitable for a formulation of the bifurcation problem; therefore we 
perform one more reduction. 

Let go E gP and let To be a corresponding mapping (cf. Definition 3). Let 1 be the constant = 1 
function on do,, (1 E CP(aD,)) and take an element y of CP(aD,), /I . (Ip- close to 1. If we now intro- 
duce polar coordinates (r, 4) in a neighbourhood of D,, then a(y), defined by a(y)(@) = T,(y(d), q5) 

is an element of gp, close to go in the @p-topology. 0 has a kind of pseudo-inverse, as is demon- 
strated by the following lemma. 

LEMMA 2. Let go E gp, p 3 1 and let 1: dD, + R be the constant = 1 function. Then there exist 
a neighbourhood U c BP of go, a neighbourhood V c Q’(dD,) of 1, a Cp map r from U onto V, 
and a l-l Cp map 0 from V into U with r ~1 (i = the identity on V. Furthermore, for every g E U, 
a(r(g)) represents the same boundary as g. 

Proofi Let U’ c ~49~ be a small neighbourhood of go. We first define r on U’; let S, R, P be as 
defined in the proof of Lemma 1. 

Now take z(g) = y with y(4) = R(g, P(g, 4)). Clearly, y E Cp(aD,, R). Next, we define u on a 
neighbourhood of 1 in Cp(aD,, R) by a(y) = g with g(4) = T,(y($), 4). Because To is Cp, there is a 
CP-neighbourhood V of 1 such that a(v) c U’. Choose U = T-‘(V) n U’. The rest of the pro- 
perties of 0 and z are obvious. 

COROLLARY 1. To Lemmas 1 and 2: all small perturbations in G, of w0 E G, are covered if we 
study a neighbourhood of 1 E Cp(aD,). 

From the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 we immediately find the following. 

COROLLARY 2. To Lemmas 1 and 2: let p 2 1 and k < p a natural number. A family O(E), for which 
the T(E) (cf. Definition 1) depend k-differentiably on E, corresponds through a family g(e) c 
CP(aD,; R”) to a family Y(E) c Cp(aD,), depending k-differentiably on E, and vice versa. 
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We now use a result of Berestycki-B&is [9], which states that a basic branch 

&?9i? = (co, u, A} c GPO x 9 x R, (3.13) 

of solutions of (3.1-3.7) exists; let p d p0 and k E N, k d p. 

Definitiorr 3. A, is a bifurcation value for JZM and Coo, u,,, Lo} is a bifurcation point of type (p, k), if 
(i) there is a solution branch &? = (6, IT, A} c G, x 9 x R such that ~8 n 99 = {q,, uO, A,}, 
(ii) the boundary functions $j corresponding to the IZ can be parametrized as a Ck function of the 

1 dimensional variable E. 
In the rest of this section we shall characterize the possible bifurcation values 1, and the bi- 

furcating branches 3. So we start with a I., (at this moment arbitrary) and an arbitrary Ck family 
V(E) c CP(8Dn) near 1, and we try to find out whether A, is a bifurcation value and V(E) represents 
the corresponding branch. 

3.2 Solution in the inner domain (6) 
Suppose A, is a bifurcation value and Y(E) = 1 + EP, p E Cp(dD,). We first consider the eigen- 

value problem on G(E), i.e. the domain belonging to Y(E): 

L&I+, + Auin = 0 in G(E), (3.14) 

uin = 0 on &Z(s), (3.15) 

uin > 0 in O-)(E). (3.16) 

Of course, the eigenfunction uin and the eigenvalue A of this problem depend on E and p, so we 
shall write z.+,,(F, p, x) (x E &(a)) and A(&, p). 

Because uin is the first eigenfunction of LZ on O(E), it has to minimize 

(3.17) 

(defined on H;(&)(E))), under the condition 

s 
u2dx = 1. (3.18) 

G(E) 

If we now apply the following transformation of coordinates: 

where 7&(E), is defined for y (expressed in polar coordinates y = (r, 4)) 

7&@,,(Y) = q-0 + &P(4))> $1. 

(3.19) maps &o(F) l-l Cp onto D, and if we define 

U(ET P? Y) = ‘inCB, P, x), 

we find that U has to minimize 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 
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(defined on H@,)), under the condition 

s u2J dy = 1, (3.22) 
D” 

where 

k.t 

a[T,B(e))(x)l j. aCT~(:(c))(x)li x = T _ 
ax 

y 
k 8x4 

dY(E)) ’ 

and J(E, p, y) is the Jacobian of the transformation: 

J = det(m~gYui). 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

We now devote some attention to T;lcbjJ. If T;&,(x) = y = (r, 4) and rc,( T; ‘(x)) is the r- 
coordinate of T; ‘x and K,(T; ‘x) is its &coordinate, then 

4T, ‘(xl) 
’ = 1 + E&&T, l(x))) ’ 4 = ~&T;‘(x)), (3.25) 

so because T; r E 0’0, p E Cp and p < po, y depends Cp on x and analytically on E. 

It follows that the coefficients b, and J are Cp- ’ functions of y, analytical in E, so with Kato 
[13], chap. VII, section 6, we find (i) I is an analytic function of E, (ii) U E HA@,) is an analytic 
function of 8. 

We shall derive a better y-regularity for uin. Because uin E H;(&)(E)), &Z(E) is Cp and nin satisfies 
(3.14), (3.15) we find by repeatedly applying Friedman [14] Th. 17.2: uin~HtP1(B(c)), provided 
Cp] 3 2. If, moreover, Cp] 3 n/2 we have uin E C’@(E)) and with Agmon et al. [15] we obtain 
uin E Cp(&(s)), provided p 4 N. Because T;,&) is CP, U E Cp(D,J also. 

We now investigate the s-dependence of z+,,. Analyticity with respect to E leads to 

(Y E D3, U(E> P, Y) = C E~UJP, Y), 
m20 

(3.27) 

G, P) = 1 ~muP). (3.28) 
ma0 

We shall derive some results for U, and I,. 

LEMMA 4. Let V(E) = 1 + EP, p E Cp(dD,; R), define a perturbation of the boundary of the suggested 
bifurcation point {oo, uo, A,}. Then if p Q po, Cp] 3 max(n/2,2), p $ N, there is a solution of 
problem (3.14, 3.15, 3.16) with properties (3.27, 3.28, 3.39) where the U, and A, satisfy 

II urn IIP G II p II;. c, 
(3.29) 

l4?l d llPII;~c. (3.30) 

Proof The equation 

s34in + kin = 0, 

becomes after transformation (3.19): 

LU + AU = 0, (3.31) 
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where 

which can be written in a Taylor expansion 

L = c cm&(P); 
??I30 

with 
Lo = ss;l, 

and, in general, 

here dj,,, E CPel(Dn) and gi,,, E Cpe2(D,,). 4j,,, and gim are m-homogeneous in p and 

II4jmllp-1 G @GjmIlPIl~~ IIgimllp-2 G fiimll~ll~ 

(ctijm and pi,,, are positive real constants). We have 

UO(P> Y) = Uo(T,Y), (Y E D,), 

and the U, (m > 0) have to satisfy 

(Lo + ;1,)U, = - t (Li + li)Ui_, in D,, 
i= 1 

U, = 0 on aD,, 

which is solvable if and only if 

9 t (Li + Ai) Ui_,n = 0, 
i=l > 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

(3.33, m) 

(3.39, m) 

(3.40, m) 

where 9 is the projection onto U, (we have applied the Fredholm alternative to L,). Now by 
applying (3.40, l), (3.33, l), (3.40,2), (3.38, 2) etc. we can determine A.,,, and U, alternately (m > 0). 
We find U, E Cp(D,); 1, and U, are m-homogeneous in p, and (3.29), (3.30) follow from (3.36), 
(3.38) and (3.40). 

3.3 Solution in the outer domain and the interface condition 
Now that we have determined uin inside 6, we can turn to the study of Q\cL 
We define upre as the classical solution of 

L?upre + kin, + = 0 in Q, 

U Pre = 0 on ac2, 

where 

(3.42) 

‘in, + = uin in G(E), 
(3.43) 

= 0 in Q\&(E). 
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Because uin E C”(G(c)) we find uin, + E C’ -(a), provided p >, 1. From Agmon et al. [ 151 Th. 7.3 

we find upre E C3-(a) u C”(n). On W,\D, (W, corresponds to w0 as in Definition 1) we define 

F(E> P, Y) = -(G P))_ lUpre(I&(c))(Y)). (3.44) 

Evidently, F(E, p, . ) E C3-( W,,\D,) u Cp( W,\D,). Let f be the restriction of 9 to aD,; f(~, p, . ) E 
C3-(aD,) u G’(ao,). If now, for some p, f(c, p, ) = 1 . C where 1 is the constant 1 function on 
dD, and C is a constant which can depend on E, then in b upre + C,X equals n,, hence, 

(3.45) 

meets all conditions (3.1-3.7) and our problem is solved. 
So the question of A, being a bifurcation value and v(s) = 1 + EP representing a bifurcation 

branch simply amounts to solving the problem: is there a p E Cp(BDn; R) such that f(c, p, ) is a 
constant function on dD,? 

3.3.1. Properties of the operator f. 
(i) y-regularity off. 

In the above we found f(~, p, . ) E C(dD,,; R) with 8 < 3 and L d p. To obtain a better result 
for the regularity off we prove the following lemma. 

LEMMA 5. Let p and 4 be non-integer real numbers with p, q > 2, and let L be a differential opera- 
tor of the form 

a2 
L=-pI.- 

i, j 
+ C”i&? (YE wCl)T 

” aY$Yj i , 

(j.46) 

where the coefficients dj are Cp-’ and the g2i are Cp-2 in y. 
Let u be a generalized solution of Lu = x, with u E H’,‘( W,) for every t > 1, while x E Cq-2(x) 

and x = 0 on W,,\D,. Then u E Cp( W,\D,) u Cq( W,\D,) and 

IlUll C’ ‘” “‘.4)(WO\D,,) d C(lI x llC4~2@~1 + II ZJ Ilcwo))’ (3.47) 

for some constant C. 
In the proof of Lemma 5 we shall repeatedly use the following lemma (compare Friedman 

[14] Th. 19.5). 

LEMMA 5*. Let Lu = 2 in an open domain R, where L is as above, i E Ck-‘(Q (k > 2) and 
u E H’*‘(Q) for every t > 1; k $ N. Then for every subdomain R’ with sz’ c R we have u E C, (Q’); 
u E H[‘l,‘(nl), where 8 = min(p, k), and 

II fJ I/ (‘“s” IP. “‘($2’) G cc II i /I CL -2(R) + II u II CO(R)). (3.48) 

Proof’ of’ Lemma 5. 

We introduce polar coordinates in W,. The operator L becomes 

+ bo(r, 4) & + C bi(r, 4) $; (3.49) 
I I 

here the a’s are Cp ’ and the b’s are Cp 2 on the domain ci/, = W,\{ O}. Moreover, a, E Cp ‘( W,), 
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a, > 0 in W,,, the a, (i > 0) and b, may have a singularity of order l/r at 0 and the aij and 
bi (i > 0) may have a singularity of order l/u2 at 0. 

If p or q < 3, Lemma 5* immediately proves Lemma 5. 
If p and q > 3, Lemma 5* gives u E C”-(W,) and for every Szl with Q1 c I&‘, (= W,\(O)), 

II l4 II c2+vw G COI x IIWWM + II u IIcqwoJ (3.50) 

for every ~1, 0 < c( < 1; and for arbitrary t > 1: 

u E H3’ ‘(W,). (3.51) 

Because now u E C’(W,\D,,) and u E C3(D,), we can differentiate both sides of Lu = x with 
respect to & (k arbitrary, 1 d k d n - 1) to obtain 

au ax 
L- = _ + jp’u 

84, a4, k ’ 
for each (r, 4) E W,\aD,, where 

N:‘) = _ 
aa. a* !%g2+ CL-_ 

i a4, ara4i + . . . ’ 

so 

N:“U E cp-3(tio) u cl-(cl’). 

We have for c1 < 1, cx < p - 3: 

and 

II wu IIWP) d c II u IIc2+w d C( II x Ilc4-wn) + II u Ilcwvo))’ 

and 

axE c4-3 

a4k 

(Q’)> 

So with (3.51) and Lemma 5* we find for each R with R* c Sz’ : 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 

(3.54) 

(3.55) 

(3.56) 

au 
&qEC p-l(!d*) u cq-‘(n2) u c”-(n”) (3.57) 

and 

(3.58) 

for 0 < CI d mink - 3, q - 3), c( < 1. 
If p and q are both > 4, then (au/&+,) E El37 ‘(Q’) and (au/a$,) E C3 -@“) and (3.58) is valid for 

all CL, 0 < a < 1. 
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We can now proceed by induction; we find that for every multi-index m with ) m ( < min(p - 2, 
q - 2), we have 

(3.59) 

(which, in fact, defines A$;._), *,_ ,); we can prove 

IN(,~.‘I.mn~,UIC”(R(m)) d cMc4-2(D,) + IluIlco(wo))’ (3.60) 

N(lml) 
m,...m,_,~EH1~f(~(m)), (3.61) 

(3.62) 

and 

so with Lemma 5* we conclude that all derivatives, with respect to the variables 4 of order 
< min(p - 2, q - 2), are at least in C2(ri/,), so the derivatives of type 

8’ alml 

ad aq . . . aqy 

with 8, m, . . mn_ 1 E N, 8 + Irnl < p, h’ + (ml < q and / < 2 are continuous across aDn, and 

(3.63) 

- 
for every R, with R, c kO. 

The highest derivatives (8 + I m I = [p] or [q]) are even Holdercontinuous with exponent 

P - [PI or 4 - M. 
We now turn our attention to the derivatives with e > 2. On W,\D, we have Lu = 0, so 

a% au ~ = D(2) _ + D’2’u 
ar2 lar O’ 

where 

D\“= -$ ~aii+ho i ‘Wi > 
, 

and 

(3.64) 

(3.65) 

(3.66) 

For 3 < min(p, q) < 4 the right member of (3.64) is in Cp-2(Wo\D,) u Cq-2(WO\Dn) so @%pr3) 
is in Cpp3(Wo\D,,) u Cq-3(Wo\Dn), and 

d ‘( I/ if 11 Cq - 2(D,) + 11 ’ 11 C”(W~)); (3.67) 
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we can write 

(3.68) 

where (a/&@” is the operator derived from Di2’ by differentiating its coefficients with respect to r. 
With (3.64) we can reduce the (a%/&‘) term to derivatives of order 1 and 0, so 

a3u - 0’3’_ u + D’3ju a 
ar3 lar 0’ 

where now D!3) is a differential operator of order 3 - i with coefficients in CP-3(WO\Dn). 
For 4 < min(p, q) < 5 we have the right member of (3.69) in Cp- 3(Wo\D,) u Cq- 3(Wo\D,) so 

(a4u/av4) and (a4u/ar3&j,) are in CP-4(WO\Dn) u Cq-4(W,,\Dn), with corresponding estimates of 
the form (3.67). 

More generally, by induction we obtain 

a% au _ = D(k)_ + D”QU 
ark 1 ar O ’ 

where 

D!“’ = 
alml 

J c 
l<lmlQk-j 

(3.70) 

(3.71) 

the 7~,,,~~ are real coefficients with a singularity in 0 of order l/rim’ or less, and 

ll mkjE Cp-k+j-l+lml(~o). 

The assertion of Lemma 5 is now easily obtained. 

Remark. If L satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5 and if u is the generalized solution in H2,' of 
Lu = ax/&, where x E Cq-i(x) and x = 0 on W,\c, we can prove u E Cp- ‘(W,\D,) u Cq- ‘(W,,\ 

D,). 
We can use Lemma 5 to find a regularity result for f‘(~, p, y). Applying the lemma to the problem 

Lult;, + AU = 0 (in D,), 
(3.72) 

L$, = 0 (in W,\D,), 

(as obtained from (3.42), where L is defined by (3.30) and ~$(‘y) = u~~~(T,~~~~~~(~)), we find uprc E 
Cp(Q\~(s)); hence, f E Cp(aD,; R). 
We have proved: 

COROLLARY. f is a mapping in CP(aD,). 
(ii) the e-dependence off. 

Using the Green’s function representation of _Y- l we can write 

(3.73) 
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where 

(3.74) 

with J, E Cp-‘, J, m-homogeneous in p and //J,/(,_ 
(3.29). 

1 < l/p/1;; U still is the function defined in 

LEMMA 6. Let k < min(p,, p + 1) and let WA c W, be a bounded neighbourhood of D,. There is 
a bounded neighbourhood C of 0 in Cp(aD,; R) and an c0 > 0 such that the first k - 1 derivatives 
of F with respect to E are uniformly bounded on [0, sO] x C x WA\q; moreover, these deriva- 
tives can be continuously extended to [0, +,] x C x WA\D,. 

Proof Take C and s0 such that 1 + ep maps aD, into T, W, and I/ up lip < 1 for all E E [0, I:,,] 
and p E C. 

The mth derivative of .F with respect to E is 

; {G(?m,(Y); &c,,(r))> f& { UJ}dq. (3.75) 

We first study the derivative of Green’s function: 

gv ~%,,&); L,,,,(r))~ = g’ P((.41 + EP(+)), 4q; (r(1 + EP($)), c#l))}, (3.76) 

where 

and 

So, (3.76) becomes 

H(u, 4 = W&4 T,(u)), (4 u) E w, x w, 

y = (s, $), q = (r, 4) (polar coordinates on W,). 

(3.77) 

(3.78) 

Y 

i=. ; ~~H((s(l + &PI, 4% (41 + &PI, 4,) (1 sps;,))i (l ~f&J a (3.79) 

Now 2 G(x; <) = 0 both in the variables x and 5 (not when x = 5, which does not occur 
because y = T,$&,,(x) +! D,), so using the same transformation on polar coordinates as in the 
proof of Lemma 5 we find: 

ai av-i 

H = ;; 
,,iaTy-i ( Dy-i)g + qiqj 1 ) (3.80) 

where DJ-i is a differential operator in the variable 4, defined by (3.71). 
The mth derivative of 5 (3.75), turns out to consist of terms 

with 

D\’ -G g li(&, p, (r, 4)) dr d4 + $ 
s 

Dr-“H li(e, p, (r, 4)) dr d4, (3.81) 
D.? 

(3.82) 
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soIiisaCp-l function of (r, d), I/ Ii lip_ 1 is b ounded on [0, .sO] x C x W,\D,,, Ii = 0 for v] E do,,, I, 
has a zero of order v - i + f’in I’ = 0. These zero’s appear to annihilate the singularities in the 
coefficients of Di’-‘) and Or-“, so (3.81) equals 

ai -4 as’ D, 
Hi Dypi)* Zi(6, p, (r, 4)) dr d@ + 2 

s 
H Db” - i)* Ii@, p, (r, 4)) dr d+, (3.83) 

D” 

where Dyei)* is the adjoint of Dj (v-i); it is also of the form (3.71), but now the coefficients are only 
in cpo-(v-i)+j-1 

Let u be the solution of 

P’v = Db’- i)*li(~, p, T, l(t)) . J, ’ (5 E oO), 

= 0 (in Q\q), 

u=o (on an); (3.84) 

the conditions of Lemma 5 are satisfied (with 4 - 2 = p - v + i - l), so u E CpO(W~\Dn) u 
C- p “+I +‘(WA\D,). The second term of (3.83) now equals -&/as’ (T; ‘(s, $)), so this second term 
is certainly in Cpo-’ u Cp-‘+ ‘. The first term equals - a’/&’ a( T; ‘(s, $)) where 

2~ = -(a/&) (Dy - i)*li(~, p, 7-i l(t))) . J; ‘(5 E COO), 

= 0 (in Q\cQ 

1’ = 0 (on an); (3.85) 

this u will be in Cp-‘+’ ( WA\D,) u C PO- ‘( W~,,D,), from the remark following Lemma 5. So the 

first term is in Cpa-i-l u Cp-‘, and with v < m < k < min(p, p0 - 1) we prove that (3.81) and, 
hence, (3.75) is continuous on [0, .sO] x C x W,\D,; the boundedness of (3.81) and (3.75) follows 
from the boundedness of the Ii (3.82) and from Lemma 5. (The derivatives of F with respect to E 
of order up to k - 1 are even Holdercontinuous.) 

COROLLARY TO LEMMA 6. 
k-l 

.h P, y) = c Emfm(h y) + $k, 

m=O 

(3.86) 

with R,f k = O(E ‘- ‘) uniformly on C x aD,. 

Proof of the Corollary. Let f(s, p, y) be the extension of F(E, p, y) to aD,; Let F,,, be the mth 
derivative of 3 with respect to E taken E = 0 and let f,(p, y) = F&I, y) be the extension of Fm 
to dD,. Let y0 E dD, and E E [0, ~~1; let M,m! be the bound on the mth derivative of F with 
respect to E and choose y such that 

(i) 1% P, Y) - w, p, Y,)l < fiek, (3.87) 

(ii) IF,,,@, y) - F,,,(p, y,)l < E~-“‘M,,, (m = 0, 1, . . . , k - l), uniformly on C, (3.88) 

then 
k-l k-l 

f(E, p, y,) = c Ernfm(P, YO) + w, P, Y,) - F(e, P, Y) + We, P, Y) - c arn~&, Y) 
m=O ITI=0 

k-l 

+ m;. &V&A Y) - PAP, Yo)) (3.89) 

B 
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SO 

k-l k-l 
f(&, p, y,) - 1 Pf,(p, y,) < r:klii + U(&k_ ‘) + c I?Ek-V4,. (3.90) 

m=O n=O 

We calculatef, : 

+ s fJ((s, II/); (r, 4W,O-, W,(P, (r, cW(r, $1. (3.91) 
D, 

LEMMA 7. For p < p. - 1, the linear operatorf, maps Cp(8D,) to itself. Furthermore, 

fl(P> Ic/) = c(bMfV + (d$P)($), (3.92) 

where d is a compact operator from Cp to itself and c(G) E C p0- ‘(do,,; R); c is uniformly positive 

on aD,. 

Proofi (3.92) leads to 

44 = s D, $ H((s, ICI); (r, PW,(r, +)J,(r, Mr, +)I, = 1y (3.93) 

and 

with 

W2~)(sT $1 = s {H((s, ti); (r, d)J,(r, ~)}U,(P, r, 4kV, 41, 
D, 

(~3P)(S, $1 = s {ff((s, $1; (r, 4))u,(r, ~))J,(P, r, ddd(r, $1. (3.94) 
DPl 

Clearly, c($) is the outward normal derivative of u(s, $) taken in a point (1, 9) of aD,, where 
w(x) = U( q l(x)) satisfies 

_Yw = U,(T, l(x)) (x E %)? 

zw=o (x 6 Q\oo), 

w=o (on asz). (3.95) 
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Because w,, E GPo, from Lemma 5 we find w E CpO(Q\o,,), hence, c is in CpoP1. Furthermore, the 
T’,‘,-image of the normal derivative in (1, II/) cannot be tangential to do,, in T’,(l, $) because Tb is 
non-singular (see Definition l), so using the strong maximum principle we find that c($) > 0 in 
each point of do,. Compactness of ao,, leads to c 3 E > 0 on aD,. 

We now turn to &. 

(dzp)(s, 9) equals w( T; l(x)) if w(x) satisfies 

_J& = U,(P, T, l(x)) in wO, 

._Pw=o in R\w,, 

w=o on at2 (3.96) 

Because p E Cp, U, E Cp so Lemma 5 gives w E C p’2(Q\o,) u Cpo(Q\w,) and because p + 1 < pO, 
then certainly w E Cp+ ‘(Q\o,). Furthermore, 11 w lip+ 1 < Clip IIp, so ~4, is a bounded mapping 
from Cp to Cp+‘. Now from Ascoli’s theorem, Cp+’ is compactly imbedded in Cp, so &, is a 

compact mapping in Cp. 
The same kind of arguments apply to &‘, and, after partial integration with respect to v’, and 

recalling the remark following Lemma 5, we find that A, maps Cp to Cp+’ u Cpo- ‘. Now using 
the Schauder estimate in LadyzenskayaaUralceva [16] p. 109 we obtain that also A, maps Cp 
compactly to itself. 

3.4. Derivation of the bifurcation value and the bifurcating branch from the interface condition 

THEOREM. Let min(n/2,2) < p < pO, 2 d k d min([p,], [p] + l), p, p,, $ N. Then a necessary 
condition for ;1, to be a bifurcation value of type (p, k) is that 0 E o(,f,). 

Proof: Let A, be such that 0 6 a(f,). 
From the Corollary to Lemma 6, the branch j(s) = 1 + EP must satisfy 

f0 + &fi(p) + R,, ,(P, 4 = 44.1 on aon, (3.97) 

where CI(E) is some real scalar function on the set of small E. 
By applying the implicit function theorem, we find 

EP = (a - f&(1) + w, Iu - f, I), (3.98) 

where K is the inverse off,. If we now identify the free parameter E with the function TV - f,, 
then P(E) = K(1) + O(E) and from (3.28) 2 = A(E, p) = A(&, P(E)). Now p and I are uniquely 
determined functions of the parameter E. These unique solutions, however, represent the variation 

of the basic branch, so 2, cannot be a bifurcation value. 

We shall now investigate what happens if 0 E o(fJ, using Fredholm-Riesz-Schauder theory 
(see e.g. Sattinger [ 111, p. 49 v.v.). 

Because & is compact, 0 E o(J) implies that Ker(Z + c-i&) and. hence, Ker(cZ + ,E@‘) is at 
least one-dimensional (Z is the identity: Cp(aD,) + CP(f3D,)). So 0 is an eigenvalue off,; assume 

it has multiplicity 1, with eigenvector do. If we define N = Ker(Z + c-i&‘) and R = Range 

(I + c - ‘_M’) then N and R are invariant subspaces under Z + c-i&‘, Cp = N 0 R. Furthermore, 
a bounded ‘pseudo inverse’ K : R + R exists, with K(Z + c-‘&!s)$ = (I + c-‘&)K$ = tj for all 
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t+b in R. Let P: Cp + N be the projection operator, then the equation 

fix = % 

E E Cp, has a solution x E R 

if and only if 

We now want to solve 

x = K(cp’E), 

P(cC’q = 0. 

k-l 

&J,(P) = ~44 + 1 s”‘fm(~) + &, 

In=2 

(where we have put CX(E) = f, + &b(e)). We decompose 

P = +I + *. 

Introducing this into (3.102) we obtain 

( 

k-l 

* = K c-l 1 c “-‘f,(m#+, + $)f+ c-‘R,,,r:? + c-lb , 
In=2 

provided 

( 

k-l 

p c-’ c t:mf,(K& + +) + c?R,~,, + c-lb& = 0. 
??I=2 

From (3.104) we can solve $ = Y(b, EZ, K) in the form 

Y(b, E, u) = t+be,,#+“- llcmbe + O(E~-~), 

with 

(3.99) 

(3.100) 

(3.101) 

(3.102) 

(3.103) 

(3.104) 

(3.105) 

(3.106) 

(3.107) 

We have used that f, (defined by 3.86) is a m-linear operator. 

Introducing this into (3.105) we find 

f 

k-l 

1 ~~c-tf,(~& + Y(b, E, K)) + c-lR + b&c-’ = 0, (3.108) 
In=2 

which is, in fact, one equation for the three variables IC, b and E, and can also be written as follows: 

c J&(b&)~(&IC)m + O(EkP’) = 0, (3.109) 
e, m 

lQd+mQk-1 
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where 

dill = P(C’l), d,, = W ‘.fr(& II/,,a 

d,, = 0, Jfff,, = qc- %(b4W +,I)), 

d,, = W ‘f,(db dhJ)Y -02,, = P(c - ‘f&&Y AyhJ). 

We are now going to solve (3.109) for b in terms ofe and K, using the Newton Polygon method. 
Suppose that the following two hypotheses are fulfilled: 

H,. For the basic branch {o,(A), u,(A), A} passing through (o&J, u&J, A,) (see (3.13)) the 
boundary y<,(A) of o,,(A) is given by 

yO(L) = 1 + (A - Il,)p, + O(i - A$. (3.110) 

Further assume that p0 and 40 are linearly independent. 
H,. There is an Y, 2 6 r d k - 1 such that 

P(c- ‘f,(&), 4,)) = . . . = fyc- !f- 1(&Y.. . > 4,)) = 0, 
and f$- !/X4,, . . . , &J) # 0; 

i.e. zzZO, = . . . = &or-I = 0 and d,, # 0. 
Furthermore, &‘r i # 0 and dd,, # 0. 

(These last assumptions are not essential but they simplify the analysis of the Newton Polygon. 
It will be clear from the sequel how to analyse the cases where these conditions are not fulfilled.) 

Hypothesis H, implies that if we decompose p0 = ~4~ + $, then $ # 0. Because p0 has to 

satisfy (3.104) we find that the corresponding b # 0 and, hence, from (3.105) it follows that 
P(c-‘1) = 0. So we find from H, : 

&$. = 0. (3.111) 

Together with H, this implies that the principal part of (3.109) can be written as 

(&b)U,, + (EK)(Fb)&!ll + (&K)I&O, + . . = 0. (3.112) 

We have to distinguish two cases: 
In case r = 2 : (3.112) leads to the study of the quadratic equation 

x2,&J + XY&i, + y2&, = 0, 

which has 0, 1 or 2 solutions. 0 solutions is impossible because we know that there is at least one 
branch of solutions through {oO(A,), u&J, A,}. We shall not consider the degenerate case of 1 
root, so assume there are two roots: 

x = W,yandx = a2y. 

The solutions of (3.1 12) are then 

k-l 

bi = 1 cm-’ C'b;'") + o(sk - “) (i = 1,2) 
>I? : 1 

with b”’ = 9 b”’ = 9 
1 1’ 2 23 

and b:” = ~4;; (a, - 9Tl)-l C dj,_$?i. 
j=O 

(3.113) 

In the sequel we let b, represent the basic solution and b, the bifurcating one. 
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In case r > 2: the solutions of (3.112) are: 

k-l 

b, = 1 Em-1 zrn b\m’ + O(E~- ‘), 
m=l 

k-l 

b2= c E”’ ’ K”’ b;“’ + O(ck - 2, 
m=r-1 

with 

b”’ = _ 4 d-1 1 c 11 20 and b$-” = -dord;,‘. 

(3.114) 

Again b, represents the basic solution and b, the bifurcating one. 
So in both cases we have accomplished the task of solving (3.109) for b in terms of E and ti, 

and we can write with (3.103) and (3.106): 

p = K4o + Y(b(e, K), E, K) = P(E, K). (3.115) 

To obtain the bifurcating branch in terms of p(A) we now introduce b, (given by (3.113) if 
r = 2 and else given by (3.114)) into (3.28). We obtain 

k-l 

with 

1 = i-(1 + E(K$O + Y(b(&, K), K,E))) = 1 c&K)" + o(Ek-')z 
m=O 

(3.116) 

Co = A,, C, = A,(&, + bW,,J, 

C, = ~2(4, + b”‘ll/,,) + 4Wlob(2) + $02). 

Now it is important which is the first non-vanishing coefficient C,: 

Case 1: if C, # 0 choose E = 1 - lo; we find 

k-2 

K = 1 K,,,(;1 - 2,)" +o(n - ;l,)kp2, 
m=O 

with KJ = (CJ’, 

(3.117) 

(3.118) 

hence, 

y = 1 + (A - A,)((C,)-‘4, + b”‘(C,)-‘11/,,) +O(A - A,)‘. 

Case 2a: if C, = 0, C, > 0 choose E = (2 - Ao)r”; we find 

k-3 

K = c &(A - rio)"'2 + o(n - rto)'k-3)'2, 
m=O 

with K, = (c2)-1’2 

hence, for A > 1,: 

y = 1 k (A: - ,I,)““((C,)- “‘$J~ + b”‘(C,)-“2$,o) +O(A - A,). (3.119a) 

Case 2b: if C, = 0, C, < 0 choose E = (2, - 1)r” ; we find (2 < i,): 

y = 1 + (A0 - A)““((-C,)) 1124o + b(‘)(-C,)-112$,0) +0(1 - A,); etc. (3.119b) 
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THEOREM 2. Let min (n/2,2) < p < p. - 1; k G min ([p,], [p] + 1) and let 0 be a simple eigen- 
value off,, with +. the corresponding eigenvector; let H, and H, be fulfilled. If k 2 2 and 
C, # 0 (C, defined by (3.117)) then A, is a bifurcation value of type (p, k) and the (bilaterally) 
bifurcating branch is given by (3.118). If k 3 3 and C, = 0, C, # 0 then 1, is bifurcation value 
of type (p, k) and the (unilaterally) bifurcating branch is given by (3.119). 

Remark. If all do, vanish (because H, is not fulfilled), we may expect vertical bifurcation. 
If dl, # 0 (because H, is not fulfilled) the basic branch may have a turning point or a point 

of inflection. This can even occur at points 1, wheref, is invertible, provided A,(L ‘(1)) = 0. We 
shall not further analyse these points here because no real bifurcation takes place. 
Acknowledgement-The author wishes to express his gratitude for the many stimulating discussions with Professors 

W. Eckhaus and W. M. Greenlee. 
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